Identifying protein coding regions in DNA sequences by computational methods is an active research topic. Welan gum produced by Sphingomonas sp. WG has great application potential in oil recovery and concrete construction industry. Predicting the coding regions in the Sphingomonas sp. WG genome and addressing the mechanism underlying the explanation for the synthesis of Welan gum metabolism is an important issue at present. In this study, we apply a self adaptive spectral rotation (SASR, for short) method, which is based on the investigation of the Triplet Periodicity property, to predict the coding regions of the whole-genome data of Sphingomonas sp. WG without any previous training process, and 1115 suspected gene fragments are obtained. Suspected gene fragments are subjected to a similarity search against the non-redundant protein sequences (nr) database of NCBI with blastx, and 762 suspected gene fragments have been labeled as genes in the nr database.
Introduction
Genetic information is a set of general instructions that directs the translation from DNA to proteins. The vast majority of life on the earth stores genetic information in DNA sequences (some viruses store genetic information in RNA sequences). The information carried by DNA is expressed as proteins to construct cell components and perform genetic instructions for life [1] . Gene is a nucleotide sequence that can encode a substance with a certain biological function, which is the main carrier of the genetic inheritance of biological traits carrying protein information. The coding sequences of eukaryotic genes are not continuously arranged on the DNA molecule but are separated by non-coding introns, and the synthesis of protein is guided by the coding exons. Therefore, after a given genomic sequence, it is one of the central issues in bioinformatics to correctly identify the range of protein coding region in the DNA sequence and the precise position in the genomic sequence [2, 3] .
Training the parameters of the biological signal model with a training set of known gene structures is an effective method for gene prediction. However, most high-performance methods based on TP require known genetic data from the target organism or homologous sequence data for training. Relying on training, such as the HMM-based methods, restricts the application of methods on unknown organisms, which can not offer known genetic data and homologous biological data. In addition, most of SCM related methods employ the moving slide window to investigate the TP properties for local sections of the gene sequence, and then find potential coding regions in the sequence [40, 42] . The sensitivity of these methods is highly dependent on the size of the sliding window. So, how to choose the appropriate size of the moving slide window is also one of the key issues in determining accuracy.
The research object of our work is the whole-genome sequences data of Sphingomonas sp. WG with independent intellectual property rights. Due to the lack of known genetic data and homologous biological data, the prediction methods depending on the training process cannot be employed for the whole-genome sequences data of Sphingomonas sp. WG. Chen et al. proposed a method called Adaptive Spectral Rotation (SASR) [57] , which is based on the TP properties of the coding region to visualize the DNA sequence without any training process and extra information, realizing the prediction of the gene coding region. When there is insufficient training set or no extra information available, the SASR method is helpful for identifying protein coding regions on unacquainted DNA sequences. Therefore, in our work, we used the SASR method to visualize the coding region of Sphingomonas sp. WG's whole-genome data without any training process, and the code of the SASR method is obtained from Chen's paper.
Suspected gene fragments are obtained by manually distinguishing the position of the coding region. With comparing suspected gene fragments with the known gene in the NCBI database, we can make judgments about which the suspected gene fragments have been labeled as genes in the NCBI database. Besides, there is a high probability that real genes newly discovered in the whole-genome sequences data of Sphingomonas sp. WG will be found in the unlabeled suspected gene fragments.
Materials and methods

The Sphingomonas sp. WG's whole genome data
Welan gum is an extracellular polysaccharide produced by aerobic fermentation of Sphingomonas sp [58] . With interesting rheological properties, Welan gum has been widely used as a stabilizing, suspending, emulsifying, and thickening agent in several areas such as coating materials, food, medicine, concrete additives, and enhanced oil recovery [59, 60] . Welan gum has become the hot spot of science research. In the petroleum fields, Welan gum is a new type of biological oil-displacing agent, which is of great value in tertiary oil recovery in the oil fields [61, 62] . With the deepening of the research on biochemical properties of Welan gum, its industrial value has been continuously developed. In the field of oil and natural gas extraction, Welan gum has shown great market value as an excellent tertiary oil-displacement agent.
In order to increase the yield of Welan gum and create more commercial profits, it is necessary to analyze the whole-genome sequences data of Sphingomonas sp. WG, a producer of Welan gum, and explore the biological mechanism of Welan gum synthetic route. The Bioengineering and Technology Center, Chinese University of Petroleum (East China), screened a strain of Sphingomonas sp. WG, a high-yielding strain of Welan gum, from the sea mud of Jiaozhou Bay, Qingdao. The whole-genome sequences data of Sphingomonas sp. WG was obtained by whole genome sequencing. The genomic data contains 31 scaffold sequences, 4,042,223 base pairs (bps), and the GC content of 65.88%.
SASR
The TP profile of the base sequence is represented by a triple periodic matrix (TPM), which presented by Frenkel and Korotkov [32, 33] . The TPM is a 3 × 4-sized matrix, each row i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) stands for a nucleotide base # (# = A, T, C or G), each column stands for a position j (j = 1, 2, 3) in the period and the entry m ij is the count by which the base i appears at the position j. In the SASR, for a certain base sequence X = {x t | t = 1, 2, 3, . . ., N}, the posterior subsequence of base sequence X at position t 0 is expressed as P X (t 0 ) = {x t | t 0 < t � N}. The TP sequence, converted from the base sequence X, is represented by a sequence of TP vectors S(X) = {s t | t = 1, 2, 3, . . ., N}, and TP verctor s t ¼ M x t ðP X ðtÞÞ. That is, for each position t, the TP vector for each base of the posterior subsequence P X (t) of the current position is calculated, ie, M A (P X (t)), M T (P X (t)), M C (P X (t)) and M G (P X (t)), and s t is selected from them, according to the base at the position t. The TPM of the posterior subsequence at each position t is calculated by recursively computing M #(P X (t)) from M #(P X (t + 1)), with the initial value and the recurrence formula:
M#ðP X ðNÞÞ ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ ð1Þ
Remarkably, P X (t + 1) is the sequence of the posterior subsequence of P X (t). The operation "V >> n" means that the right circular shift operation is performed n times on the triplet row vector V.
The TP walk is a movement trajectory in the complex plane generated from the TP sequence. The moving trajectory is represented by the sequence W = {W t | t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., N}, with the initial value W 0 = {0, 0, 0}, and for each step t>0:
The function L(x t ) maps the vector s t = {Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 } into a complex number by:
The process of converting a DNA sequence into a TP vector and then generating a TP walk is called a SASR process. The recurrence equation means that, for each step t, the unit length is moved toward the corresponding complex number of the TP vector, in the complex plane. Therefore, TP walk can provide a good visualization of the TP properties in the complex plane. For the coding region (the region with the TP property), TP walk shows clearly and certain movement trends, and for the non-coding area, TP walk moves randomly around the stable points with insignificant movement trends. Stated thus, the difference in the visualization of the TP properties can be exploited as a basis for distinguishing the coding area from the noncoding area.
Data experiments
Verify the reliability and validity of the SASR method
In this work, we first apply SASR to the known gene coding regions and non-coding regions to verify the reliability and validity of the SASR method. Fig outer membrane autotransporter barrel. The gene data is downloaded from the UniProt database and the length of it is 5244 bps. Fig 2 shows the TP walk result of an artificial DNA sequence generated randomly, whose length is 5000 bps. In Fig 1(a) , TP walk moves 5244 steps in the complex plane, moving rightward from zero (0, 0) to around (1600, -100), but in Fig 2(a) , after TP Walk moves 5000 steps in the complex plane, the walking result is randomly distributed near the zero with no specific direction. In Fig 1(b) , the real part value keeps increasing with the increase of the t value, and the imaginary part remains relatively constant. However, in Fig 2(b) , the real part and the imaginary part change more freely, and there is no fixed change pattern.
To further verify the validity of SASR, the Sphingomonas gene in the above is inserted into a randomly generated artificial DNA sequence, with the insertion position starting from 2000 to 7243, to generate a new base sequence that includes both a coding region and non-coding regions. Then using the SASR method, we get the visualization of the TP properties of the base sequence (Fig 3) in the complex plane.
In Fig 3(a) , in the vicinity of the zero point and the end of the walk (the position of the artificial DNA sequence), the TP walk moves randomly with indefinite direction of movement, however, in the middle part (the position of inserted Sphingomonas gene), the TP walk gradually moves to the right. Meanwhile, in Fig 3(b) , it is obvious that roughly from 2000 to 7000, with the growth of the t value, the real part is gradually increasing, while the artificial DNA sequence part has a smaller change in the real part value. Similar observations have been obtained after applying the SASR method to other known coding regions and non-coding regions. The reliability and validity of the SASR method have been verified through the above experiments. It can be seen that there is a large difference between the coding and non-coding regions in the graphic output of TP Walk. Therefore, after applying the SASR method to the base sequence being measured, by observing the change of the TP Walk's real part and referring to the trend of TP walking in the complex plane, the coding and non-coding areas can be distinguished without any training process.
Predicting the protein-coding regions of the Sphingomonas sp. WG's whole genome data
The SASR method is applied to the 31 scaffolds of the Sphingomonas sp. WG's whole-genome data respectively to predict probable coding regions. Here, taking the processing of No. 21 scaffold as an example to illustrate the prediction processing of the possible coding regions. First, the SASR method is applied to No. 21 scaffold (the sequence length is 43986), and the visualization of the TP properties is obtained (Fig 4) .
According to the difference in the graphic output between the coding and non-coding regions, the fragment of the base sequence that corresponds to the characteristics of the coding region is identified, which is called a suspected gene fragment, and the specific position of the fragment is identified. Since one base sequence may contain multiple segments of coding regions, a plurality of base segments that conform to the characteristics of the coding region can be found in Fig 4, such as 2000-7000 , 16000-20000 and so on. Because the number of bases is large, the trend of the real part of the partial TP walk may not be obvious. So, it is possible to cut out the invisible part of the fragment and use the SASR method again to obtain the position of the base fragment that corresponds to the coding region. Based on the position of the suspected gene fragment in No. 21 scaffold, the base sequence is divided using Matlab software to obtain multiple suspected gene fragments. Finally, the obtained suspected gene fragments are compared with the known gene in the NCBI nr database with blastx.
Results
The graphic output of the base sequence fragment, whose position starting from 21000 to 24250 (Simply expressed as 21-21000-24250, and other suspected gene fragments are expressed in the same way) in No. 21 scaffold, meets the characteristics of the coding region (Fig 5) . The suspected gene fragment is compared with the known gene in the NCBI nr database using Blast software. The basic information of this sequence alignment please refer to the Table 1 , such as the type of molecule, the length of the sequence, the name of the database to be compared, and the program used, etc. And the results of sequence alignment are shown in Fig 6 and Table 2 . Prediction of coding regions with the SASR method
In Fig 6, the color keys of different colors represent the magnitude of similarity. The more red regions, the higher the similarity of the fragments that are matched in the database. Simultaneously, the matched gene sequences are ranked by the matching scores from large to small, so the suspected gene fragment has the highest degree of similarity and the best matching degree to the first gene sequence. In Table 2 , two of the most noteworthy values are the ident value and the E value. The ident value indicates the degree of similarity between the aligned sequence and the target sequence, that is, the number of bases on the match as a percentage of the total sequence length. The E value indicates the possibility of random matching. The greater the E value, the greater the likelihood of random matching. When the E value is close to zero or zero, it can be considered as an exact match. Table 2 shows, the sequence alignment results of the suspected gene fragment 21-21000-24250 and the alignment of hybrid sensor histidine kinase/response regulator [Sphingomonas] is the best one, whose ident value is 100% and the E value is 0, which can be considered as an exact match.
To further verify the reliability of the sequence alignment results, the PSI-BLAST program was used to search for similar sequences of the suspected gene fragments 21-21000-24250 by multiple iterations in the database (the threshold is 0.001). There are several highly similar protein sequences in the summary table (hits reported in the 1^st iteration with E value is 0.0 and sequence identity > 30%; see Table 3 for details). The newly added sequences that were below the threshold in the previous search are indicated as "new" and "old" indicates that the sequence has been searched before this iteration. Table 3 contains the sequence alignment information of the first 5 sequences in the search results of the previous eight iterations. It can be seen that from the third iteration, although the order of the sequences in the search results is not exactly the same, the sequences with high similarity are still in front. After several iterations, the searched new sequence is gradually reduced, and when no new sequences are detected below the defined threshold, the iterative process is terminated. Therefore, through multiple iterative searches of PSI-BLAST, we can find that the suspected gene fragment 21-21000-24250 has distant sequence similarity with the sequence, whose entry name is A0A1A3QEF8_MYCSZ in UniProtKB, and can speculate on the possible structure and function of the protein compiled by the suspected gene fragment.
The above can prove that by processing the No. 21 scaffold base sequence using the SASR method, the coding region of No. 21 scaffold is found, and the coding region has been labeled as genes in the NCBI database.
After the SASR method is applied to predict the coding regions of the 31 scaffolds of the Sphingomonas sp. WG's whole genome data, 1115 suspected gene fragments are obtained in total by slicing the base sequences. These results can, to a certain extent, prove that these suspected gene segments have been labeled as genes or there are gene sequences with high similarity to suspected gene fragments in NCBI database. So it can be considered that they are base sequences with the function of protein coding, further illustrating the reliability and validity of the SASR method.
There are 353 suspected gene fragments not matched against any known gene sequences in the NCBI database. On the basis of that the reliability and validity of the SASR method have been verified, we can consider that the 353 suspected gene fragments are newly discovered suspected gene fragments with the function of protein coding that have not been included in the NCBI database in high probability. But, whether or not the 353 suspected gene fragments are truly gene sequences with the function of protein coding, and what their corresponding biological functions are, it is necessary to do corresponding biological experiments to further verify. However, due to differences in specialized fields, the lack of relevant biological theory knowledge, biological experimental procedures, and professional equipment, and the too high cost of manpower and material resources to complete biometric verification experiments, we can not independently carry out follow-up verification against the suspected gene fragments, and it is necessary to cooperate with other specialized biological laboratories.
Discussion
Without any preceding training process, the SASR method based on the TP property of the coding region provides a visualized presentation of unannotated protein-coding regions in DNA sequences, which implements the prediction of the coding regions in the DNA sequence. According to the visualization of the DNA sequence, the starting and ending positions of the Prediction of coding regions with the SASR method suspected gene fragment are manually determined with certain errors. The error range can be controlled within 100 bases. Since the DNA base sequence has a large number of bases, mostly in the order of 10,000 and 100,000 digits, the magnitude of the error can reach 10 −3 or even smaller, which can be accepted. The results of our work provide great reference value for biological experimental workers to identify protein coding regions in the whole-genome sequences data of Sphingomonas sp. WG, and it will greatly reduce their workload and improve their efficiency. In the follow-up work, we hope to cooperate with biological experimental workers to find real genes with protein-coding functions in unlabeled suspected gene fragments through biological experiments and to make gene function annotations, and further develop an efficient new algorithm that can extract the numerical results of the coding region prediction from the SASR's graphical output, instead of manual segmentation, thereby improving the accuracy of the location of suspected gene segments.
Supporting information S1 Dataset. DNA sequence dataset to replicate the analyses. The dataset includes: J8VWM6 (a segment of DNA is downloaded from the UniProt database and the length of it is 5244 bps); 5000test(an artificial DNA sequence generated randomly); 5000test-2000-7243 (the DNA sequence J8VWM6 is inserted into a randomly generated artificial DNA sequence, with the insertion position starting from 2000 to 7243); Scaffold21 (a segment of DNA of the Sphingomonas sp. WG's whole-genome data); 21-21000-24250 (the base sequence fragment whose position starting from 21000 to 24250 in No. 21 scaffold).
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